CORONAVIRUS UPDATE FOR MAY

In a press conference on Friday May 1st, our Governor’s (OR and LA) have stated phases of
reopening of our states could occur in mid-month. However, over the weekend it is reported
that Gov. Brown continued the stay at home order for another 60 days. LA has moved more
towards reopening and is beginning to slowly open small businesses.
To address all of us at Western Pneumatics, Inc., everyone has done an exceptional job; first
and foremost, looking out for each other, maintaining social distancing and continuously
sanitizing. As we begin to transition into what is being called the “New-Normal” when
businesses begin to open, please continue to support these practices at work and at home, let’s
not let our guard down.
As everyone knows it will take a long time for our lives to regain a sense of normalcy but again,
if we continue to practice the procedures that are currently in place, we will succeed in
maintaining good health while getting back to some sense of normalcy.
WPI has been very blessed by not having one of our employees or spouses that have been
tested for the Coronavirus result in a positive test. Testing and testing results are very
confidential, but I am glad to share so far so good. It is important to keep this rating, no one
wants to get ill, and no one wants to pass an illness to someone else.
A special thanks to those employees that have had to leave work or miss work due to being ill,
this has been a bit of a culture change for WPI, but we have successfully avoided spreading
illness. It is appreciated that,” if you are sick, please stay home”, has been adhered to. I do not
hesitate to say that the two places I feel the safest are at home and at work and I know quite a
few of us that have said the same thing.
We are very fortunate to be working in an essential business, that is busy, has work and is
projecting more work every day. You are all amazing in demonstrating your dedication to your
job buy being here and performing your jobs while overcoming the challenges that this
pandemic has brought upon us.
We are in this together, we are supporting each other, we are Western Pneumatics, Inc.

Thank You Everyone,
Earline

